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Abstract 

).lARVEL is a rule-based d('v('lo[>llwnt ellvironnH'nl (RBDE) that assists in the develop
ment of software projects. ~L\HVEL e'ncapsulates each software dewlopment activity in a 
rule that specifies the condition for ill\·oking the activity and its effects on the components 
of the project under developllwilt. These components arc abstracted as objects and stored 
in a persistent object database. Each rule applies to a specific class of objects. which is 
specified as t.h€' parameter of titP I'Ide. Firing a rille entails binding its formal parameter 
to a specific object. If the ruk cila,nges the object. ill such a way that the conditions of 
other rules become satisfied. t h(~s(' nther rules are au 1 oIllatically fi J'('d. A problem arises 
in this forward chaining mode'l wh€'ll the classes of the objects manipulated by the rules 
are different. \IARVEL has to determine which object to bind to the parameter of each 
rule in the chain. based 011 til(' object manipulat('d by the original rille that initiated the 
chain. \Ve describe a heuristic approach fur solving this problem ill the current 1IARVEL 

implementation and illtrodllC!' all algorithmic approach tha.t does better. 
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1 Introduction and Motivation 

Software developll1ent environnwllts (S DEs) assist developers of software projects in organizing 
the project's data and carrying out the dcvelopment. process. Every software project assumes 
a specific organizat.ion for its components. and a specific development process that might be 
different from other projects. Thus. it is not appropriate to build a single software development 
environment, witli a hardwired assist.a.nce model. Instead. the assistance should be knowledge
based. In order to provide intelligellt iloSsistance, an SDE needs spccirications of two things: the 
project's data rnodel and the project's development process. 

~IAltVEL is an instance of a particlllar class of SDEs, called rule-based development environments 
(RBDEs), which us(' a rule-based model of the dew'lopment process. A project administrator 
writes a specification of the project's proce~s model alld loads it into ~L.\RVEL. ·MARVEL then 
tailors its functiollality accordingly Clnd presents the lIser with a choice of commands that cor
respond to the IOiuled rules. l\L\HV!·;1. provides autolllaJpd assistance by applying forward and 
backward chaining among the rult's ill urder to autolll~Ltically invoke activities that are parts of 
the de\'e!opment process_ 

One distinguishing feature of ~L\H\TL is its integration of object-oriented data modeling and 
rule-based process modeling [2]. Each development activity on the components of the project 
under development is modeled as a nile that specifies the condition for invoking the activity and 
t1w erred of t II<' activity 011 til(' l"Ollll)(llwnts. The pro.iect's componellts are modeled as objects 
and stored in it persistent object dal;dl(l.Se. The attril,utes of each object and relationships to 
other objects are defined by its c1it~s. The rules art' treated as methods of these classes; In 

particular. each rule has a formal parameler \\'hose type is a specific object class1
. 

\ Vhen a user requpsts a cOIllIllalld. t 1](' correspollding rule is invoked. The formal parameter of 
the rule is bound to the object sclcc'ced by the user. For example, the user might wish to edit 
the CFILE C1' l'vlAHVEL invokes t.1\(' Im!r rule frol11 ligl\1"l' J and binds ?c to Cl. If the changes 
that the rule introduces to this obj('cC cause the condition of other rules to become satisfied, 
?\1..\R\'EL automatically fires each of t Iwse rules and attempts to bind their formal parameters to 
actual objects. \L\ H\-EL must illf(/" which objects to bind to the formal parameters of the rules 
in the chain. The stirctiol1 of these objects is a difficlllt. problem when a rule that is a method of 
one class chains to a rule that is " 1ll<'lhod of another class, and thus a. different object must be 
bound to the fonllal pararnder uf lIlt' s('cond rule. 11\ addition, recursive data definitions cause 
chaining betweell rules that act 0[1 di n'C'reni obj(~cts wit.hin the same class. \Ve call the problem 
of binding parameters of rules in it l"I\lc chain the chaining probltm. 

In this paper. we describe the chaillillg problem and explain how it is soh-ed in the current 
implementation of :MARVEL. \Vt> describe :\L-\RVEL. detailing only those aspects necessary to 
understand the chaillillg problem and 1)11]" solutions; for a more complete description of ~vlARVEL, 
see [12. 1:3, II]. 'liVe next explain tll(' I·ltaining problc'lll in detail with a motivating example. \Ve 
describe a heurist.ic approach tu snh'ing this prohlt'lIl and discuss its implementation in the 
current 1\L\R\'EL system. \Ve thell t'xtclld the example 10 show the limitations of this approach, 

I For this paper. WI' restrier rille,;; to haw' only one formal parameter. "'e are investigating chaining between 
multi-method rules. 
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Edit [?c:CFILE]: 

(?c.rcs = Reserved) 
{ edit ?c } 
(?c.statuB = Modified); 

Figure I: ).IARVEL data and process model 

and present a bf'Ur'r algorithmic sollll.ion. WE' conclude with related work on RBDEs and other 
kinds of rule-based systems. and summarize our cOlltributions. 

2 lVlARVEL Overview 

1\-!ARVEL is an HHDE which allows <I project administ.rator to create alld tailor an environment 
b~' defining a data model awl a jJI'W(S- model in t h(' ?'vlSL specification language. Software 
artifacts (i .c .. codc, documeut at iOIl) ;lre abstracted as instances of classes. which are defined in 
the data model. and stored in an obj, d databa.:<f. The attributes of each object are defined by its 
class: for example. a PHO.lECT object has a set attribute libraries which contains objects from the 
UD class. for cla.ril.y, the uarnes of \It.IH~r attributes aJ'(~ 110\ shown in figure 1. The set attributes 
create a compu8ilr'-ohjecf hirrarchy. Figure 1 depicts II. sample composite-object hierarchy and 
all object databas(' instance for this hierarchy. Eaell ohject in this example belongs to the class 
\\'ith the :;allle first letter. :.Jote how lile object g is composed of an instance of class HFILE (hI) 
and two instances of cIa:-;) PRO.! ECT (PI and P2). Essentially, the composite-object hierarchy 
is an "IS-PART" relationship. i\L\H\'I':L al:-o provides for lin/.'..;; from onE' object to another. For 
example, in figure 1. the class ('FILl: has a link attrihute. includes (dashed line). to an HFILE. 

This link specifi('s that an install(,(' ()r the CFILI-: is associated with a particula.r HFILE. Links 
fllld composite-ohjects enhance t hI' !'uwer of the )'ls I, rule language by allowing queries in the 
rules to tran'rse the database stnH't llre: we term such (ll1eries as navigational. 

The process model is defined by rules that specify a condition that must be satisfied for the 
rule to fire, and riTfet.:; tha.t assert changes on tilt' object da.tabase. The collection of all the 
rules for a certaill project is terl1led Ihe I'lileba8f of t hat project. Since rules in lVIAHVEL are 
methods Oll objects, they 11(1\'(' il fO/'/II.a! paramd.cr with which the rille is invoked. Rules a.lso 
have dcril'cd parameters which art' lilt' result of queries made by the rule on t.he object database. 
The query language consists of bool(,;111 combinatiolls of three navigat.ional primitives, member, 
linkto and IlTlcr$tor, and standard J'I·lational operators (i.e. ~, =) which allow the query to 
navigate through l he object diltilh(t~e. JlullbU' fillds the parent/child of an object, ancestor 



finds ancestors/descendents (in the ("(JIl\posite-object hierarchy) for a given object, and lin/do 
finds objects tha.t a.re linkpcJ 1.0 Cl giV('11 object. 

For exalJ1ple. the TOtTeli [?~[ :~IOJ)ll 1.1':] rule frolll figure ~ requires an object from the ~IODULE 
class as the formal parameter, and lIIakes a query on the object database to determine two 
derived parameters. ? .. is defined a;-; "a ~[OJ)ULE t hat is a member of the modules set attribute 
of ?m allel whose 3i(Li liS at tribute is Modified" and "a CFILE that is a member of the cfiles 
attribute of ?m and ",h05e"tatll.' att ribllt.e is Modif ied." Whcll quantified wit.h forall (\I), the 
derived parameter is bound to all tll<' objects returned by the quer~r, while exists (3) binds the 
parameter t.o the first such object fou\ld. 

The condit.ion of a \1..'dIV[L rule dekl'lll i nes the logical state of the object database necessary for 
a given invocation 10 fire. For eXCllllpk,. ill figure 1 the intended CFILE object. mllst be reserved 
(res attribute set to Reserved) befor(' f~ditillg. The conditions are constructed from predicates 
based 011 the rule's parallwters (furlllal and deri\'ed). which mllst be satisfied for the rule to fire. 
If a predicate in the condition is fals(·. it is said to be unsatisfied. and backward chaining could 
be n.llloll1C1tically initiated on this !':tiled prrdicate in a.n atte\lIpt t.o satisfy it.; this is similar to 
attemptillg to achieve;) SlI hgoal. 

Each 1\!.\RVH rule has a set of (possihly) multiple. mutually exclusive effects that are asserted 
on the object database upon com pi\'! ion of the rule. For example. the EDIT rule in figure 1 
asserts that the CFILE object has b"('11 lIlodified (sfaills attribute is set to Modified). Once an 
effect is asserted 011 the object daI<LI';1SC. forward chaining could be initiated t.o automatically 
fire other rules. A forward chain fro II I oue rule t.o another is initiated if the effect of the first 
rule makes an assertion which sat isfies t he condit ion of the second. \Ve now present the two 
basic form5 of chaining. {md:tcal'd alld forward. as they operate in \L-\RVEL. 

2.1 Backward Chaining 

In \IAH\·EL. when t he user iIl\'okes it rule,. whose coudition is not satisfied, backward chaining 
is initiated on a failed predicate IJ ill f.i1C' conditioll to attempt t.o satisfy it. The system collects 
together illto a set 8" those rules ill the rulehas(' t.hat have an effect which satisfies p. The 
system t hen repeatedly rel11o\"('" alld i Jl\'okes ri from this set until either p is satisfied, or Sb is 
empty. Since backward chail1ing is ;1 recursin.' process, the system might initiate a backward 
chain tu satisfy rio Becaus'_' the mndilion is a combinat.ion of predica.tes. satisfying p might still 
not satisfy the entire ('OfHlition for r. so this backward chailling process is repeated until the 
condition is satisfied. or fill known possibilities are exhausted. 

i\ote that the chaining problem aplwars ",hen il1voking ri since it has a formal parameter that 
the system must autol1latically detC'r1l1ine. In the current )'IAH\'EL implementation. however. 
we b~rp(lSS this problelll since we rest rid effects to I\l<\.ke assertiolls ouly on the formal parameter. 
not cieri ved ones. 

:~ 



Compile [?c:Cl'ILE]; 

(?c.statu::s = Modified) 
{ compile t.he file } 
(?c. status = Compllod): 

Link [?m:MOD!r...E]: 
(forall CFP-E ';lc 5ucht.hat. (~mbo-= [?!t.. c:::!'~le!! ell): 
(or ('C. sta:t.!!.s = Complled) 

(?lo .• ta~u. - Modifiod» 
{ Creat9 . a filQ for the:;. CTILES } 
(?:D..stat~s = UpToDatw): 

Touch [?lo:HODOL£l: 
(and {exi3tS MOO OLE ?:r suchthat {member (?m.rnodules ?r]» 

(GJtists CFILE ?c suchthat (1ne:mber [1m. cf1.1e. '?c]»): 
(0= (,?r.s.t.atus - Modified) 

nc. status - ModifiQd» 
{) 
('?lo, cute. - Modifiod); 

Touch [?p:PROJECT1: 
(exiotz MCCUL£ ?m .uchthat (melti>er [?p.modulo. ""']»: 
(~_s't.at.u.s ... Modified) 
{} 
('?p. statu •• Modified); 

Fig1lre 1: I\Iotivating I~xample 

2.2 Forward Chaining 

Forward chainillg is initiated whell a predicate p in the effect of a rule is asserted on the object 
data.base. :tvIAHVLI. determines thos(' rules 1'; E Sf ill the svstem whose condition might become 
satisfied becallse of this assertion, Tllis is a tenuous connection since the condition of rule 1'j 

lIlight be composed of many prf'diccll(·s. and the syst.elll has chosen only one of these as a reason 
to forward chain: howe\·er. this prO\'id(,s :vIARVEL with an automatic way to logically determine 
the Om\" of control in the systelll. 

Since the condition of a rule call illvol\"c deri\'ed parameters, the chaining problem appears 
and cannot be bypassed. Spf'cificctll,\', in rule ri. tilt' predicate p might be based on a derived 
parameter, and til<' system IllllsI c\et(,rtl1int> the fomlC].1 parameter with which to invoke rio In 
t.his paper we arc only concerned with ror\\'anl chaillillg, since in ollr current model, backward 
chaining exhibits no problems. Tlw ,Icl ual details of the problems arising during forward chaining 
will be elaboral cd 011 ill the next s('('l iOIl. 

3 Chaining Problenl 

In a rule-based system. whell tl((' system determine's that it must chain to rule 7·j. it must 
determine ,,,hich object to bind to I',·s formal parameter: this is the essence of the chaining 
problem. The reader should obs('I"\'(' that if there w(,re no derived parameters, this problem 
would not exist. ror the conditiolls ;\1Ic! effects of a l'Itie would be based solely on the formal 
pa.rameter. 

MAnVEL. like A prj HJ and other S.,'sleIllS. allows for rules to have aCl'ipcd parameters by using 
existent.ial and u ni\"ersal operators to bind quantified parameters to certain objects based on 
arbitrary logical C'xpressions. figun' ".! show~ some rules ill the \1SL language. In this example. 
if the TOCCH[?~I :~IOD{"LE] rule \\'('1'(' ill\'oked on object 1112 from figure 1, ~\IARVEL would bind 
'?c to either Cl or C2 (\\"hichc"C'r II;\S <l. sln/u .... attriblltc value of Modified), and ?1' would be 
C'lllptv since there is 110 child of lll'2 or I.ite }'[ODULI~ class. 

The ability to make queries gi,'('s the rule::, more power (since their activities are not limited 
to formal parameters). but il cOlllplicates the chaining mechanism. Consider a forward chain 
to I'j based on a predicate with a deriw'd parametf'I". In order for the system to fire rule 1'i, it 
must determine the object to billd t(l t he formal parameter. For example. if the EDIT rule from 

,1 



figure 1 is invoked OIl c]. then a for\\'(tt'd chain is init.ia1.ed to TOUCU[?t>.1 :MODULE], but it is not 
readily apparent. I.u what object "?1I1 should be bOlllld as there exists four MODULE objects. In 
the next section. we rxplorc sever;t1 \vilyS t.o solve the (Iwining problem, alld describe the current 
?\IARYEL implemcntation. 

4 Heuristic Approach 

There are several possible ways tll (klennine the obj<'ct.s to bind to the formal parameter of a 
forward-chained rille. 

• J\[an ual: TIlt' system could ask t he user for the specific object to invoke the rule with. 
The !Twill dr(lwback to this policy is that the USCI' should not lIeed to know the details of 
rules and chailling. In additioll. I.he user might. n'spond incorrectly. causing the system to 
perform ullllecessary activities awl fail to cnact the proper activities. 

• Logical: Since tht' dt"riyed parameters are logically determined. it might be possible to 
invert this logic to determil)!, t Ill' proper object to use. \Ve discuss this possibility in more 
detail in the algorithmic appro;H'h section. 

• HelLl'istic:'i:Th(' systelll can liSt' heuristics to s('<I.rch for the proper object. If the system 
assunws I.hat rule chc\.ining OC'('III'S in a localized area. in the object database. then the 
search spacE' can be kept 5111<111. .\s an alternative t.o sea.rching, tite system could also usc a 
set of axioms (as put forth ill c; itA PPI.E [10]) to determine legal choices for the parameter. 

In :"·IARVEL we haH' implemellted a set. of heuristics to search "near" an object to determine the 
proper objects 1.0 lIse during chailling. In doing so. l\L\ HVEL makes usc of the composite-object 
hierarchy, since it CI.sSUl11e:-; t.hat olljc'c\ S IIca.r each otl1<'r ill the hierarchy are semantically related. 
The search path also include links (S('t' section 2) since they a.lso define semantic associations 
between objects. \Juring a forwarcl ("Ililin to rule I'i from a rule invoked with object 0, we search 
for the object to bind to ri's forlllal parameter in tht' following order: 

1. The object 0 itself. 

2. 0\ parellt object. 
:3. O's immediate children. 

-1. The objects associated (t hr\Jllgh I illks) with O . 
. J. O'S proper ancestors. 

If we apply these heuristics to t Iw ('Xiii" pie from sect iOI1 :~ (chai ning from EDrr[cl] to TOUCI! [1112])' 
we see that. step ~ determiues the C(JITt'C'l object. To give a more involved example. ifTOUCH[n12] 
is invoked. both 1.I'i1\[1112] Clnd TOI'('II[111d should lw fired. Step 1 discovers the object for t.he 
LJl"K rule. while s\('p :! takes carl' ur TOlTClI. Thf' l1<'uristic, obviously, cannot stop at the first 
candidate found. but must collect ;tll candidates together since it is possible to have multiple 
instantiations of the sa1llt' rille ",it h diff"erpnt object.s as well as different rules with same or 
different objects. 

;j 



5 Ill1plell1entation 

This section briPily descrihes the stat ic (Ind dynamic support currently implemented in IvIARVEL 
to provide for chaiJling. Sillce the ria/a and proass models are tailorable, ~vIARVEL reads in 
their specification, as written in the \Isl. language by the adruinistrator of the environment. 
The system compiles a rlllt 11t/IL'Or"·. all efficient data structure which maintains the chaining 
possibilities (both backward and forward) for each predicate in each rule. This rule network 
is stored on disk upon cOlllpletion for later invocations of \tIAHYEL. Because this is a static 
process, it is executed only when either model changes. 

The runtime support is prO\'ided by the Opportunist. which is YI..\RVEL·s chaining engine. \Vhen 
the user issues a cOlllmand. the Opportunist matches this to a rule r in the rulebase. The 
user selects the argument from the object database and the system inyokes 1". First. :\I..\RVEL 
generates the deriw·d parameters b~' sequentially e\'aluating each of the quantified expressions 
in 1"s condition. ~('xt. :\1:\I1\'E1. ('\'alllales the predicates that must be true for l' to fire. If there 
is a predica.k ]J 111<11 is lJot satisfied. then ~1..\HVEL collects from the rule network those rules 
ri that haw an effeCI which s(1tisfy this predicate. ~IARVEL invokes these rules until the set is 
exhausted or the pr(,dicate is satisfied. MAHYEL biuds the failed object. to l'i'S formal parameter 
since effects are restricted t (j be hased on the formal parameter. 

Once r's collditioll is satisfi<'(1, :\L\HVE:I. executes r's activity with til(' necessary information 
(see [7] for a. full desniptioll or this process) ('mel selects the proper effect to assert as determined 
by the result of tllis ex<,cution. for every predicate p in this effect, rvIARVEL asserts it on 
the object databa~w alld collects those rules from the rule network that may now be satisfied. 
MARVEL ent.ers til<' forward chaining cyell'. and automatically inyokes each of these rules ri in 
t urn, potent ially g<'lwr;'1 t i ng 1110re rules to invoke in a recursi ve manner. 

To invoke these rules. :\IAHVEL mll!"t determine the object to bind to I','S formal parameter 
from the predicate II. If the object 0, in p is of the proper class, then MARVEL binds the formal 
parameter to 0i. otherwise :\IAR\'EL performs a search fro111 the object bound to r's formal 
parameter based upon the heuristic~ described in sectioll -1. If j\IARVEL is unable to find one, 
then it does not inyokc the rule. 

Touch [?l:LIB]: 
(and (exists PROJECT ?p suchthat (member [?p,l~raries ?l]» 

(exists MODULE ?m suchthat (ancestor [?p ?mJ»): 
(?m,status = Modified) 
{} 
(?l, status = Modified) : 

o 
o 

Derived Parameter 

Formal Parameter 

~ B is derived from A 

" 
C) Chained-To variable in condition 

Bl,p .... 
~) 

?ari1".etcr Dependencies 

Figlll'c :3: Extending the example frOl1l figure 2 



6 Algorithn1ic Approach 

If we eX(PHd the example rn'lll tigurE' :2. our heuristic' approach fails to generate the proper 
forlllal parameter to use for chaining; we add the TOFCII[,?r.:LlU] rule shown in figure 3. This 
rule queries the object dat abase for the PROJECT object ?p which contains this LIB ?I and then 
finds a \IODULE object ?m which is a descendent of ?p that is Modified. If ?m is found. then 
?l is marked as Hodified. If T()l"CII[l1l1] is im'oked and succeeds. (ml = Modified) is asserted 
and MAR\TT. initiates a forward chain to TOl:CIl['?L:L1B]. The heuristic approach outlined in 
section -t will fail to detcrmilw the formal parameter sillce I) is a sibling of ml (see figure 1), and 
falls outside the search space: for any fixed searching heuristic, there will always be cases which 
fail. The algorithmic appro'l.ch, hO\\'('\'cr. will be able to ("oIT('elly invert the derived parameters 
to g<'IH'rate the possibilitit's f()r c1lainillg. 

The intuition behind the algorit hlllie approach is that each navigational query (from section 2) 
is itself illvertible. For example. ill rig1ll'f' :3. (exists PROJECT ?p suchthat (member 
[?p.libraries ?l]» returns tilt' parE'llt(s) of the object(s) bound to?1. This can be inverted 
to bind to ?l the childrcl1 ohjccts. in the librarif.:' attrihute, or the object(s) bound to ?p. 

\Ve outline our algorithm in figure·1. We assume that. each rule has a dependency graph which 
det.ermines the dependencies bel \\'('('11 pa.rameters in a given rule. In figure 3, for example, ?111 is 
dependent upon ?p which is depelld!')]t upon ?1. This information is statically determined from 
the derived parameters .. \SSIIII](' Illill l\IAHYEL initiates a forward chain from rule I' t.o rule rj 
becallse a. predicate p in I' sat.isfies (I predicate q in l'i'S condition. The object 0 changed by p 
is subsequeutly bound to the paral11et(')'. ?V. that q operates on. If?V is the formal parameter 
of rj. then the system invokes /', 0)] O. Otherwise. ?V is a derived parameter. 

The algorithm inverts each paralllder ill the dependenc~' graph, starting from ?V, until the 
formal parameter is determined. The :\ugmcnt procedure in figure 4 reverse-evaluates the 
expression of a quantified parameter to determine objects to which other parameters can be 
bound. For example. line 7 in AUgll1Cllt covers the example on meTnbeT' mentioned earlier this 
sectioll. If the formal parallw\('r rellwillS undet.ermined. thell the system cannot chain to 7'i; in 
contrast. failure to find all ol.j(·('1 t () hind to the formed paranl<'ter llsing the heuristic approach, 
mighl only mean that til(' lH'lIrisl ic is too weak. 

In figure ;j we see the results of t he forward chain after r.IAIlVEL has invoked TorCH [md from 
figure 2. When the predicalr (?rn. status = Modified) is asserted on the object database, the 
system forward chaills to t Iw TOFCII ['?L:LIB] rule from figure ;3. To determine the object to 
bind to the formal parameter. tIle ~.\·stem inyerts the expression which defines the parameter 
?m. Initially. ?m is bound to III I. Figure.) outlines th(' progress of the algorithm. giving key 
valu('s at. the specified lines. !\olt' Ito\\' the algorithm illverts the expressions for ?111 and ?p in 
order. as it proceeds to de\C'l'Il1int'?1. .\ft.er the first call to Augment), Pl is added t.o the list of 
obj('C'/s bound to ?p (in lilw ~). TItI' s('('()nd iteration inverts the expression for ?p and binds ?1 
to II' This deterlllilles the rorlllal paralllC\.l'r. and TO [Iell is instantiated for 11. 

[t might not be clear \\'h~' this logic'cd jm'ersion proccss is preferred to searching the object 
database. Since tlw expressioll for a parameter can be arbitrarily complicated. any heuristic, 
aside from searching the enl ire o\Jj('ct database. will potentially fail to find certain objects 

-
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?Par.objects is the set of objects that are bound to ?Par. 
?T.value is the set of parameter augmentations generated by the AUGMENT procedure for a given expression. 
?F is the formal parameter of the chained-to rule. 
S is a stack of parameters to be inverted. 

ALGORITHM Invert[?V] 
1. IF (?V is the formal parameter ?f) THEN 
2. Add[?F.objects, 0] 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 

ELSE 
s = {?V}; ?V.objects 
WHILE S not empty 00 

?V = POP(S); 

{O}; 

{ 

{ 

{ 
{ 

EIIO; 

IF (?V = ?F) THEN CONTInUE; { Skip if this is the formal parameter} 

The expression for the derived paramo tor ?V is a quantification of an arbitrary expression T. } 
We represent T as an AHO/OR tree of individual expression and reverse-evaluate for ?V } 
Augment [T. ?V]; 
Evaluate[T.value] ; 

For every (derived) parameter that has had their set of possible objects augmented by the} 
previous function, push onto the stack S. } 
FOR every parameter ?P in T.value 00 

PUSH(?P) ; 

11. Instantiate the rule R for each object from the ?F.object list. 
END; {of ALGORITHH Invert[?V] } 

N is an arbitrary expression represented by an ADD/OR tree. 
?V is the parameter being quantified in this expres,ion R. 
?Par is the "other" parameter in the navigational primitive expression (primitives are binary) 

PROCEDURE Augment [R,?V] 
1. FOR all children C of II 00 
2. Augment [C,?V] ; 
3. IF (R is an internal node) THEil 

CASE Ii OF 
4. 
s. 

AHO: Ii.value 
OR: lI.value 

END; 
ELSE 

Intersection of C.value FORALL children C of H. 
Union of C.value FORALL children C of Y. 

{ Hote that N is a navigational primitive. ?V is ,he (known) parameter in this primitive} 
{ which is being quantified. ?Par is tha other (unknown) parameter in the primitive } 

CASE Ii OF 
Member [?V. attr ?Parj { ?V is a parent of ?Par } 

6. U.value = Add[?Par.objects,object, in (?V.objects).attr]; 

Hember [?Par.attr ?V] { ?V is a child of ?Par } 
7. ".value = Add[?Par.objects,parent object of (?V.objects)]; 

Linkto [?V.attr ?Par]: { ?V links to ?Par } 
8. N.value = Add[?Par,objects,ohjects from (?V.objects).attr that linkto an object of the ?Par class] 

Linkto [?Par.attr ?V] { ?V is linked from ?Par } 
9. U.value = Add[?Par.objects,objects from the ?Par class that linkto (?V.objects) through the "attr" attribute] 

Ancestor [?V ?Par] : { ?V is an ancestor of ?Par 
10. D.value = Add[?Par.objects.objects from the ?Par class that are a descendant from (?V.objects)] 

Ancestor [?Par ?V] : { ?V is a descendant of ?Par } 
11, II.value = Add[?Par,objects,objects from the ?Par class that are an ancestor of (?V.objects)] 

EIID; 
EIO; {of PROCEDURE Augment[R,?V] } 

Figure -I: Im'('l"ling Deri"ed Parameters AlgorithIll 



Znvert[le] --> ~V = ~ 
3. S R (?ml : ?In. objects = (ml.l: 
5. ?V = ?m: --> S = (J 
6. 1m <> ?l 
7. Augment [(')'~c'-':i:'o: {?p ?mJ) ,1m] : 
8. Kvaluate[Addi?p.obloct:i, pil];' --> ?p.objec:ts = 
10. Push(?pl: --> S = (?pl 

5. ?V = ?p: --> S = (I 
6. ?p <> 21 
7. Augment[(~~~!' l')~.::t::.ii.:!'::':' :_.)~'?p]; 

8 .. &va~uate[J..:j::i[?l.oD~OC:':t,:.::]: --> ?l.object:t = ILl) i 
10. Push (?l) : --> S - (?1) 

5. ?V = ?1: --> S = (I 
6. "21 = 11 

4. S is empty 

11. rnstantiata Touch[L1J 

Augtnant [(lH'l, t,)'~~o:- !?P :l't) ,?m] 
1. No childron 
3. Loaf node 
11. N.valua - Add(?p.objacts,pl] 

Augmant[(.,..M:O, I~p,~.bc'=le= "'ll ,?p] 
l. No children 
3. Leaf node 
6. N.valu. = Add[?l.objacts,Ll] 

Figure :): Solving the chaill for figure 3 

which could be bOlllld to the formal parameter. In l\IAHVEL, aild RBDEs in general, the object 
database might cOlltain several th()llsalld. and possihl.y more. objects. It would be extremely 
inefficient to perform a search 011 1 Ill' ('nt-ire object dat;lhase. \Ve are currently investigating the 
implementation of the logic-based il}\'('rsion method. 

7 Related Work 

There are many other systems I hat support illttllig(1I1 f1ssi.stance: we focus on those systems 
that execute some form of cilaiuiJlg III perform this assisl ance. 

EPOS [1-1] and TPL.\\' [6] attcmpl 1(. achien' subgoills (bacb\'ard chaining) when the condition 
for an invoked rule is not satisfied. Darwin [15] carries out inferencing to determine whether or 
1I0t all activity is illlo\\'ed. Thes!' ki lId or sy:,;tems perform strictly backward chaining, and are 
11sHally Prolog-based. The ullificitl inn scheme in Prolog successfully dd,crmines parameters to 
match because the body of Prolog clauses have no quant.ified expressions like those in ivIsL. If 
~IARVEL allowed effects to be asserted u11 derived parameters. then backward chaining would 
also be affected by thc chaining prolJlclIl. As it stands. however. :\IAHVEL's backward chaining 
cycle, like Prolog unification. is straightfor\\·ard. Oikos [l] extends a Darwin-like system to 
more complicated control structures illllong rules, but llSf'S a blackboard scheme that pa.sses 
all lIeCf'ssary infortllatiol1 from 01](' l>ia('khoard to anotiwr directly. thus bypassing the cha.ining 
problem. 

The \IERLI~ [9] system has both bilCk\\'iUd and forward chaining capabilities, but it avoids the 
chaining problem: backward chainillg is resohed through Prolog-st~'le unification, while forward 
chaiIling explicitly lisb the paramcl('rS (much like a blackboard scheme) that are passed from 
Olle rule to the ne'x1. ALI-' is] has forward chaining capabilities, but the paper does not state 
how it determines parameters. c; IL\ 1'1' L L [10] is cXC('pLi()nal, in that it explicitly addresses the 
parameter issue thaI arise,.; in chaillillg Iwtwecll rules. 

Odin P], .\P.j [-I] and OPS~) sysl {'JlI:- ha"e rules thaI arc triggers activated when the state of 
tIl{' object database change!". TI1E' chainin!! problem does Bot appear under this data-driven 



approach. since there is no specific,d flu\\' of control. I(ule-based database systems like POST

GH ES [16] work in i1 similar fashion, 

The composite-object hierarchy allo\\'s \L.\RVEL to make efficient navigational queries to the 
object database: ill addition. the algorithmic approach outlined in section 6 is dependent on 
this structure. since this makes an ('Ificicnt inversion process. The PROBE DBMS [,5] provides 
for queries on obj<'ct databases. ilJld outlines some methods for optimization. If a system has 
relations, instead of sl ruct ure. t ha t determine the i nt(,l'connectioIlS bet ween the ob jed entities 
(like ill EPOS) titC'1l tlwse llilVigel1 jUliet.! queries call ;t.!so be implemented, but will only be as 
efficient as the systc'll1's query opt i III izer, 

8 Contributions 

III the current implcment.ation of .\1,\ 11\'8L we addrc'ss the chaining problem by using a fixed 
set of heuristics to sf-'arch for th(' prupcr parameter. Our heuristics seemed satisfactory for 
many cases. HO\\'('\'cr. as we enhanced the }ISL rule language and began experimenting with 
more intricate rule!'. chaining case!' arose that escaped our heuristics. Olle possibility would be 
to increa,se the breadt h of the !'cilrching heuristics. these cases can be more efficiently solved 
by logically iUH'rting the derived P;ll·;Hlleter~. We have given an algorithm that performs this 
inversion process for all arhitraril~' complex jIsL ruk. 
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